The conformational landscape of HIV-1 protease (PR) can be experimentally characterized by pulsed-EPR double electron-electron resonance (DEER). For this characterization, nitroxide spin labels are attached to an engineered cysteine residue in the flap region of HIV-1 PR. DEER distance measurements from spin-labels contained within each flap of the homodimer provide a detailed description of the conformational sampling of apo-enzyme as well as induced conformational shifts as a function inhibitor binding. The distance distribution profiles are further interpreted in terms of a conformational ensemble scheme that consists of four unique states termed "curled/tucked", "closed", "semi-open" and "wide-open" conformations. Reported here are the DEER results for a drug-resistant variant clinical isolate sequence, V6, in the presence of FDA approved protease inhibitors (PIs) as well as a non-hydrolyzable substrate mimic, CaP2. Results are interpreted in the context of the current understanding of the relationship between conformational sampling, drug resistance, and kinetic efficiency of HIV-1PR as derived from previous DEER and kinetic data for a series of HIV-1PR constructs that contain drug-pressure selected mutations or natural polymorphisms. Specifically, these collective results support the notion that inhibitor-induced closure of the flaps correlates with inhibitor efficiency and drug resistance. This body of work also suggests DEER as a tool for studying conformational sampling in flexible enzymes as it relates to function.
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Introduction
HIV-1 is the causative agent of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). HIV-1 infection is a global epidemic; it is estimated that over 70 million people have been infected with HIV, resulting in over 33 million total deaths, and over 2 million (UN AIDS report 2014) new infections are anticipated worldwide each year.
1, 2 HIV-1 has significant genetic diversity, being classified into subtypes, circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) and unique recombinant forms (URFs). [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The subtypes include A, B, C, D, F1, F2, G, H, J, K, 7 with subtype B being predominant in USA and Europe. 2, 3 The circulating recombinant forms are mostly genetic mosaics of subtypes A with E or G, with CRF01_A/E and CRF02_A/G being common in East Asia and West Africa; respectively. 2, 8 URFs are unique sequences obtained from individuals that differ from existing classifications.
Current treatment of HIV infection is referred to as "Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy" (HAART), and consists of a mixture of classes of drugs that target essential components of the HIV-1 viral life cycle. 9 Although HAART is quite successful in extending the lifetime of most HIV infected patients, the emergence of drug-pressure selected mutations that confer drug resistance has compromised its effectiveness. 4, 6, 10 One target of HAART is the enzyme HIV-1 protease (HIV-1PR), whose structure is shown in Figure 1 . HIV-1PR is a homodimeric aspartic protease (99 amino acids in each monomer) 11, 12 that is responsible for the cleavage of the viral polyproteins gag and gag-pol. Inhibition of HIV-1PR blocks viral maturation, resulting in immature and non-infectious viruses. 13 From rational structure-based drug design, nine different protease inhibitors (PIs) that bind competitively to the active site have been approved by the FDA for clinical treatments. 4, 6, 10 The ribbon diagram in Figure 1 illustrates that access to the floor of the active site is mediated by movement of two β-hairpins "flaps", where each of which is supplied by one of the monomers. As such, motion of the flaps plays a fundamental role in the activity and function of HIV-1PR. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Drug resistance is a typical problem encountered in treatment of viral infections, where high replication rates lead to rapid evolution. Typically, the first round of drug-pressure selected mutations alters an amino acid within the active site pocket, mitigating the effectiveness of competitive inhibitors by introducing steric hindrance or removing important chemical interactions. 23 These mutations, however, often alter enzymatic efficiency. 24 Studies on patterns of emergent mutations show that secondary or compensatory mutations (mutations that are usually distal to the active site region) arise to restore catalytic efficiency and fitness, while retaining drug-resistance. 6 In order to combat drug-resistance it is important to understand the mechanism(s) by which the patterns of accumulating mutations elicit their effects. A recent review points to two general mechanisms. 25 One proposed mechanism is based purely on structural comparisons. 25 The second proposed mechanism involves secondary mutations inducing more indirect effects such as changes in protein dynamics or protein-ligand exchange dynamics that can change enzymatic activity. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Our studies of HIV-1PR have led us to propose an alternative mechanism whereby drug-pressure accumulated mutations can lead to drug-resistance by altering the conformational sampling landscape; i.e., conformational equilibrium.
Much is known about the emergence patterns of drug-pressure selected mutations in HIV-1PR with respect to specific PI regimens (Stanford HIV Database), where amino acid changes at 39 out of 99 positions have been found to interfere with PI susceptibility 6, 32 and 5 to 15 mutations in the PR gene being typical for drug resistant patients. 33 Primary mutations often mitigate direct interactions with 4, 23, 24, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The mechanisms by which accumulated mutations affect the active site pocket and confer drug resistance are actively being studied. At present, the mechanism is believed to be multifaceted in that several aspects of protein function are altered such as protein flexibility through the hydrophobic sliding mechanism, 39, 40 protein stability, 41 or altered dynamics 42 and conformational sampling. 43 Mutations that arise through genetic drift are referred to as natural polymorphisms, and are categorized into various subtype and CRF classifications. Subtype C, for example, is found in sub-Saharan Africa and parts of South America and 2, 3, 44-49 is responsible for roughly 50% of global HIV-1 infections. However, much of the progress and understanding of antiretroviral (ARV) drug development and resistance is based on studies of subtype B. 2 Because subtype B accounts for less than 10% of the world-wide infections, 7 concerns arise regarding the effectiveness of current HAART treatment against other subtypes, with questions centered on variations in drug susceptibility, emergence patterns of drug pressure selected mutations, viral replicative capacity and dynamics of resistance emergence. 2, 3, 5, 7, 44, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] Many of the natural polymorphisms in HIV-1PR that are found in non-B sequences correspond to secondary mutations that arise in subtype B, 37 possibly indicating that drug resistance against current PIs in non-B subtypes of HIV-1PR will advance more rapidly. 3, 8, 38, 48, 49, 61, 62 For example, Figure 2 shows the locations of natural polymorphisms that occur in subtype C and CRF01_AE, accumulated mutations in a clinical drug resistance isolate, MDR769 63, 64 and clinical isolate V6, as well as mutation sites previously studied in two subtype B constructs; PR5 and PR3. Interestingly, this figure illustrates that many non-active site drug-pressure selected mutations found in subtype B cluster in regions where natural polymorphisms occur.
Based upon our previous investigations, our current hypothesis on how mutations accumulate to elicit drug-resistance in HIV-1PR evokes a conformational sampling scheme. 25-31, 65, 66 This model suggests that enzyme activity, inhibitor susceptibility and viral fitness can be altered by changes in the equilibrium distribution of structural conformations of HIV-1PR. This model also allows for the possibility that dynamics of each of the conformational states varies 67, 68 and, as mutations accumulate, the exchange rate among the states also varies. 42, 69 The four conformers of the proposed ensemble are shown in Figure 3 where the most noticeable change in protein structure involves a segmental motion of the β-hairpin flaps (also shown in Figure 1 ). Each conformer has been observed, to some degree, via X-ray crystallography. Typically, the closed conformation is obtained in the presence of inhibitor or substrate analog, whereas the semi-open state is dominant in the apo-enzyme. 11, 12 A deviation from the semi-open flap conformation to a more closed-like state was seen for a subtype A apo-construct. 70 More "open" flap conformations have been observed for variants with inhibitors 71, 72 and for apo constructs containing natural polymorphisms, such as subtype C, 46, 62 or drug-pressure induced mutations, as with MDR769 and PR20. 63, 64, 72 The conformation termed "curled/tucked" has been reported for both a naïve and a mutant PR sequence. 14 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have revealed a mechanism for the opening and closing of HIV-1PR 21 where the same four conformational states have been described. In one report, the curled/tucked conformation was predicted to be a "trigger" for the full opening of the flaps. 73 Our conformational sampling model for HIV-1PR 21, 22, 43, [74] [75] [76] [77] suggests that the four conformational states shown in Figure 3 are sampled by the apo-enzyme 14, 21, 22, 43, 73, 75, 77 and substrate or inhibitor binding shifts the population to the closed state. 21, 22, 74 Our hypothesis regarding drug-resistance is that accumulation 43, 78 and second to restore enzyme activity by re-establishing native-like populations of the semi-open conformational ensemble. 43, 67, 68, 77, 78 In general, site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) coupled with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful method to probe protein dynamics and flexibility. [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] In the last 10 years, our lab has pioneered procedures for using SDSL 81 with a pulsed version of EPR called double electron-electron resonance (DEER) 86, 87 to characterize the fractional occupancies of the four flap conformations of HIV-1PR. 15, 43, 67, [74] [75] [76] [77] 88 Advantages of using SDSL-EPR to study biological systems include a relatively high sensitivity (nanomole quantities) and effectively no molecular weight limitation. In most cases, site-specific labeling strategies are required to introduce a unique cysteine residue at a desired location. After protein expression, the cysteine is chemically modified by reaction with a sulfhydryl-specific nitroxide spin label ( Figure 4) . When two or more spin labels are incorporated, the dipolar interactions between the spin-pairs can be utilized to obtain distance information. 86, 87, [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] The distances between the two spins can report on conformational changes 15, 74, 95 or be utilized as constraints for 3-D structure determination. 96 Because HIV-1PR is a dimer, incorporation of a single cysteine mutation results in a pair of sites for distance measurements. Our SDSL DEER investigations on HIV-1PR clearly demonstrate the ability of this method to characterize conformational sampling ensembles and ensemble populations. 15, 43, [74] [75] [76] [77] 88 Distance measurements by SDSL EPR are based on dipole-dipole couplings between unpaired electrons of nitroxide spin labels, which scale in strength as 1/r 3 , with r being the distance between the unpaired spins. Although traditional continuous wave EPR methods have been used to measure distances in the range of 8-20 Å, 89, 90 measurement of larger distances requires pulsed EPR techniques such as DEER. 86, 87, [91] [92] [93] [94] In the four pulse version of the DEER experiment (4p-DEER),dipolar couplings between the electron spins are encoded in modulations of an electron spin echo amplitude, collected as a function of time spacing between specific microwave pulses applied in a fixed time sequence. With 4p-DEER, the range of sensitivity can be extended to 20-80 Å, achieving a precision of 0.3 Å for the lower end of this range. 76, 92, 97 Data are interpreted after transformation of the time domain echo modulation traces to distance domain profiles using analytical expressions and fitting methods such as Tikhonov Regularization (TKR); which we describe in more detail in the methods section. Our DEER distance profiles for HIV-1PR routinely consist of measured distances that correspond to the four major populations mentioned above; 43, 74-77, 81, 98 Here we report DEER conformational sampling results for the clinical isolate V6 in the presence of the nine FDA approved PIs (obtained from the NIH reagents program) and the non-hydrolyzable CaP2 substrate mimic (purchased from PEPTIDES INTERNATIONAL, KY); which effectively acts as an inhibitor. The drug-resistant variant V6 sequence was determined from an isolate from a pediatric patient undergoing treatment with the drug Ritonavir (RTV). V6 contains two active site mutations, V32I and V82A, and six non-active site mutations, K20R, L33F, M36I, L63P, A71V, and L90M. In addition to RTV resistance, these mutations are also associated with resistance to the drugs Indinavir (IDV) and Nelfinavir (NFV). 36 The V82 mutation is frequently observed as a drug-pressure selected mutation in all clinically used inhibitors. The positions of these mutations are highlighted in Figure 2 . Crystal structures (PDBID: 2B60) show that the combination of V32I and V82A alters the shape of the active site, which can directly lead to the decreased inhibitor binding efficiency. 36 The side-chain of L90M faces into the hydrophobic core and can alter the shape of the active site by changing key interactions that define protein packing. The residues L33, M36, and K20 are in the region between the fulcrum and the flap elbows. Residues A71 and L63 are located in the cantilever. These non-active site mutations likely impact the relative stability of the various conformational states. We previously reported DEER results for the conformational sampling profile of apo V6, which indicated that this construct has, on average, a more closed-like conformation of the flaps with a higher percentage of the curled/tucked state than wild-type subtype B. 76, 77, 99 Here we report effects of inhibitors to induce closed-state conformations and discuss DEER results in relationship to kinetics and inhibition studies.
Materials and Methods

Cloning and Site-Directed Mutagenesis
The drug-resistant HIV-1PR V6 sequence was determined from a clinical isolate of a pediatric patient undergoing Ritonavir (RTV) therapy. 36 It contains two active site mutations, V32I and V82A, and six non-active site mutations, K20R, L33F, M36I, L63P, A71V, and L90M relative to the wild-type subtype B construct. The E. coli codon-optimized gene encoding the V6 HIV-1PR was purchased from DNA 2.0 (Menlo Park, CA) and was cloned into the pET-23a vector (Novagen, Gibbstown, NJ) under the control of T7 promoter using standard cloning techniques. Three stabilizing mutations including Q7K, L33I and L63I and two other mutations of C67A and C95A were designed to minimize auto-proteolysis and to ensure site-specific spin-labeling reaction; respectively. The catalytical residue of HIV-1PR was altered to a D25N substitution and the spin-labeling site, K55C, was introduced using site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). The protein sequences of all HIV-1PR constructs including B, PR3, PR5, C, CRF_01 A/E, MDR769 and V6 are shown in Figure 2A . Kinetics, NMR and MD investigations of K55C labeling on HIV-1PR enzyme have shown that incorporation of the spin-label at this site has little impact on the function, inhibitor binding and conformational sampling of HIV-1PR. 
Protein Expression and Purification
The plasmid for encoding V6 was transformed into E. coli BL21-(DE3)-pLysS competent cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) by heat shock at 42 °C. The transformed cells were then incubated and grown at 37 °C to log phase when the optical density at 600 nm reaches 1.0, after that, Isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) with a final concentration of 1 mM, was added to the cell culture to induce the protein expression. Expression time was optimized by the pilot expression. The V6 construct was purified from the inclusion body as described previously 15, 77 with one modification considering the different isoelectric point (pI) for V6 of 8.92.
Spin Labeling for DEER Experiments
After purification, the protein sample was concentrated to about 30 µM with a volume of 20 mL for the spin labeling reaction. To maximize the spin labeling efficiency, 20-fold molar excess of spin labels dissolved in ethanol were added to the protein solution. Labeling reaction was allowed to proceed in the dark for 8-16 hours at room temperature (20 to 24 °C). After labeling, the excess spin labels were removed by buffer exchange (HiTrap 26/10) into 10 mM NaOAc buffer at pH 5.0. The labeled protein was diluted to low salt buffer of 2 mM NaOAc (pH 5.0) to maximize protein stability and minimize aggregation and subsequently concentrated to ~40 µM using a PES membrane filtration. The spin labeling efficiency was determined by comparing the CW EPR spectra to a corresponding spectrum for standard 4-Oxo-TEMPO spin-label samples. The sample was subsequently stored at -20°C for further characterization.
Sample Preparation and DEER Experiments
The V6 protein sample was then buffer exchanged and concentrated to 160 µM in 20 mM deuterated NaOAc buffer at pH 5.0 in D 2 O. As was determined from previous NMR titration studies, 43, 100 for all inhibitor/substrate-bound samples, 4:1 molar excess of inhibitor /substrate, where typically volume of 3 µL of inhibitor stock solution was added ~ 70 µL V6 protein and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature for 1 hour to ensure the sufficient binding. Any possible protein precipitation was removed by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm. Deuterated-glycerol was then added to protein sample to achieve the final concentration of 30% (v/v) glycerol concentration. The homogenized sample was transferred to a 4 mm quartz EPR tube for DEER measurements.
All DEER experiments were performed on a Bruker EleXsys E580 spectrometer at 65 K with an ER 4118X-MD5 dielectric split-ring resonator. Samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen before being inserted into the resonator. The four-pulse DEER sequence was used in all experiments as described in detail previously. 15, 74, 77 The DEER echo modulation traces were processed and transformed from the time domain to distance profiles which could be separated into four Gaussian-shaped populations, corresponding to curled/tucked, closed, semi-open and wide-open conformations. The details of this procedure are described below.
DEER Population Analysis
Experimental echo modulation curves from 4p-DEER contain contributions from both intra and intermolecular spin-spin interactions. Data processing begins with removal of the "background signal" that arises from intermolecular spin-spin interactions. The background corrected echo curve is then fit to analytical expressions using Tikhonov Regularization (TKR) methods to extract distance information from the echo modulations. 86, 91, 101 Figure 4 graphically represents this method and illustrates the impact of the choice of the regularization parameter (α) on the resultant distance profile. For processing our data and fitting with TKR we utilize the publically available software package, "DEERAnalysis", which operates in Matlab. 86 To describe distance profiles obtained from fitting 4p-DEER data in terms of a conformational sampling scheme, interpretation proceeds by first representing the distance profiles (P(r)) as a sum of sub-distributions (populations), which we model as Gaussian shaped curves, followed by statistical analysis of the relative significances of each population in the total distribution. The likelihood that a certain sub-population in the distance is representative of a distance between unpaired electrons in the sample as opposed to an artifact of processing or fitting depends both on the relative contributions to the total distribution and on the signal-to-noise ratio of the time domain data. For statistically qualifying these minor contributions, we have developed a procedure for selectively suppressing sub-populations in P(r) in order to validate their relative contributions to the time domain data. For this, we have developed an additional MatLab based tool called "DEERconstruct", which is publically available at the Matlab Central File Exchange. Briefly, the reconstructed distributions (P′(r)), which represent the linear 
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combination of the individual sub-populations, are reverse transformed to time domain representation and compared to the experimental data quantitatively by using a standard deviation (ߪ ோா ); calculated as,
where n is the number of data points used to collect the experimental data, R(t) is the experimental time domain data, and E(t) (or E′(t)) is the reconstructed time domain representation of P(r) (or P′(r)). This quantity defines a statistical threshold for qualifying individual sub-populations in P′(r). Various reconstructed distributions (P′ S (r)) are created by selective suppressions of sub-populations in P′(r), the P′ S (r) are reverse transformed to time domain (E′ S (t)), and the resulting variances in the time domain representations (v S (t)) are calculated as,
Suppression of a given sub-population is accepted if the maximum of v ௌ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is within 105% of ߪ ோா . More details of the DEER reconstruction and significance analysis can be found in several of our previous publications, or in the manual provided with the DEERconstruct software package. 67, 77, 100, 102 More details, including specifics of interpretation of the data in this report, are also provided in the supplemental information. Figure 5 compares the background-corrected time domain DEER traces for the HIV-1 PR variant V6 in the absence and presence of nine FDA-approved inhibitors. Indinavir (IDV), Nelfinavir (NFV), and Atazanavir (ATV) are found to have minimal effects on the DEER dipolar evolution curves compared to apo-enzyme; a small decrease of the first echo amplitude minimum from 515 ns for apo-enzyme to 485 ns can be observed for inhibitor-bound enzyme. This small 30 ns decrease indicates that there is little change in the dipole-dipole distance between the spin labels at site K55C when inhibitor is introduced, indicating that IDV, NFV and ATV have a minimal impact on conformational sampling of V6 and potentially imply drug tolerance or resistance. The DEER modulation curve of V6 in the presence of Ritonavir (RTV) also differs only slightly from the apo enzyme; the first minimum is shifted by -67 ns to 448 ns. For a point of comparison, the first echo minima observed with subtypes B and C occur > 100 ns sooner. This result is not unexpected because the drug-pressure selected mutations in V6 were selected under RTV therapy; and according to the previous protein kinetics assay, 36 the inhibition constant (K i ) for V6 increased by > 42 fold relative to the value for subtype B, which was originally in the sub-nano-molar regime. For the remaining inhibitors, the trend of the location of the first minimum of the echo curve is similar to those observed for subtypes B and C. Tipranavir (TPV), Saquinavir (SQV), and Darunavir (DRV) have a strong effect on the dipolar evolution curve producing a rather large shift of the first minimum in the modulated echo amplitude by approximately -115 to -120 ns. Lopinavir (LPV) and Amprenavir (APV) have slightly less effect in the dipolar evolution curves; only decreasing the first minimum by 86 ns, from 515 ns to 429 ns. As a general rule, because the spin labels are located within the "flaps" of the each HIV-1PR monomer, changes in dipole-dipole distances measured using DEER correspond to alterations in the 
Results
Inhibitor Effects on the DEER Echo Evolution
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relative orientations of the flaps. Shifts to shorter times in the evolution curves correspond to an increase in strength of the dipolar interaction between the two spin-labels, indicating that a conformational rearrangement to a shorter distance has occurred. Figure 3 shows that the most probable distances between spin-labels for the semi-open and closed conformations are reduced by approximately 3 Å. Previously, we have shown that this inhibitor induced shift to a higher percentage of the close population tracks with inhibition. 74, 78, 100 This observation is significant as it demonstrates the correlation between inhibition constants of inhibitors and HIV-1PR conformation as observed using time domain DEER data.
DEER Distance Profile and Flap Conformation Ensemble of V6
Although the changes in the time domain DEER data can be diagnostic, it is most effective to analyze these data after transforming to a distance domain representation using fitting methods such as TKR (described above and in Figure 4) . 97 The TKR procedure converts the modulations in the time domain to a distribution of dipolar distances (P(r)). The general shape of the distributions can most often be adequately regenerated as a linear combination of Gaussian distributions, which can be combined or evaluated individually as varying conformations within the ensemble. The breadth of the distribution, or each individual distribution, is reflective of the relative flexibility of the protein coupled to the conformational freedom of the spin label(s) that give rise to the corresponding modulations. Figure 6 shows the Gaussian reconstructions for the apo and CaP2-bound V6 construct in distance profiles where four different flap conformations are used in the fitting; termed curled/tucked (25-30 Å), closed (30-35 Å) , semi-open (35-40 Å) and wide-open (40-50 Å) states. These conformational assignments are determined from X-ray crystallography and MD modeling. 22, 67, 76 The distance profile for apo V6 was fit to four Gaussian-shaped populations corresponding to the four conformations, representing 10% curled/tucked, 21% closed, 61% semi-open, and 8 % wide-open. Interestingly, the CaP2 bound distance profile is fit by a single population that corresponds to the closed conformation centered at 33 Å. Given CaP2 is a nonhydrolyzable substrate analog, this "inhibitor" acts as a positive control in many of the DEER experiments. As shown here, CaP2 results in ~ 100% closed conformation. Figure 7 shows the same analyses for the nine inhibitor-bound distance profiles for V6. The corresponding population percentages are given in Table 1 . For inhibitors NFV, IDV, RTV, and ATV, the conformational ensembles are dominated by a semi-open conformation with relative percentages of 39%, 54%, 51% and 63% (±5%); respectively. The second largest populations correspond to the inhibitorinduced closed conformation, which represents ~30% for all inhibitors. The inhibitor induced shift to the closed population increased by ~ 20% compared to apo-V6, indicating less potency of the drug in binding with the protease; which corroborates with the increased K i values of NFV, IDV and RTV of 14, 22 and 42 fold, respectively, compared to subtype B. 36 Of these four weak inhibitors, NFV and IDV also have wide-open populations that contribute 17% and 6% of the total population, which may facilitate inhibitor escape from the catalytic pocket. In contrast to the four weak inhibitors above, large populations of the closed conformation are generated for APV,SQV, DRV, LPV, and TPV , which comprise 80%, 96%, 89%, 83%, and 92% of the conformational ensemble; respectively. We classify these inhibitors as being strong since they induce an increase in the difference of the fractional occupancy of the closed state compared to apo-enzyme, ∆c%, by > 50%. Accordingly, we anticipate that these inhibitors would have K i values similar to those of subtype B, but to date these measurements have not yet been made. The designations of inhibitors as "strong", "moderate" and "weak" are based upon their ability to change the fractional occupancy of the closed state (∆c%) by greater than 50%, between 50 and 20%, and less than The assignments of inhibitor strength with V6 are given in Table 2 and discussed further below.
Discussion
Impact of Natural Polymorphisms and Drug-Pressure Selected Mutations on Inhibitor Induced Shifts.
HIV-1PR flaps regulate enzymatic function and fitness by mediating access to the active site. As such, their function is critical for maturation of the retrovirus. Flap conformational changes are important for inhibitor/substrate access and escape from the catalytic pocket, 21 Natural polymorphisms, which oftentimes also correspond to secondary drug-pressure selected mutations, do not typically generate immediate drug resistance to the current PIs. However, they determine the characteristic responses to the drug treatment and may enhance the rate of drug resistance development by reducing the time associated with fitness restoring processes. 4, 24, 38 Figure 8 shows the inhibitor-induced population shift to the closed state upon inhibitor binding for a series of HIV-1PR constructs that our lab has studied in detail. 67, [76] [77] [78] 100 In addition to subtype B, these include three drugnaïve variants or subtypes (PR5, C and CRF_01 A/E) and three drug resistant variants of subtype B (PR3, MDR769 and V6). Analysis of the data in Figure 8 shows that, in nearly all cases, inhibitors induce a stronger shift to the closed state for subtype B than any other variant we have studied to date. The presence of the natural polymorphisms mitigates the induced conformational shift, thus implying a weaker inhibitor-protein interaction in these constructs. These effects are quite pronounced for CRF_01 A/E, with decreased values of ∆c% near 60% where these numbers were > 80% in subtype B. When inspecting the data for constructs containing drug-pressure selected mutations, it can be seen that numerous inhibitors that are classified as "strong" for subtype B, now fall into the "weak" category. For example, with V6, the typically strong binding inhibitor RTV is observed to induce only a weak shift to the closed state (∆c% decrease of only 15% compared to ~ 85% in subtype B). This is consistent with differences in the K i values for subtype B and V6 36 and that V6 evolved in response to RTV therapy. 36, 112 A similar effect is observed for MDR769, which showed clinical resistance to SQV, RTV and APV. These three inhibitors are now categorized as having a "weak" effect on shifting the conformational ensemble. Figure 9 replots the data in Figure 8 as a difference in ∆c% relative to subtype B (∆∆c%), readily showing the impact the mutations have on inhibitor-induced conformational shifts. In nearly all cases the inhibitor induced shifts are diminished as a function of both natural polymorphisms and drug- For PR3, which evolves the primary mutation D30N in response to NFV therapy but gains cross resistance to RTV and IDV upon accumulation of A71V and M36I, 36 DEER results show altered inhibitor effectiveness reflected in the changes to the closed population as mutations accumulated (Figure 10) . Specifically, the ability of RTV to induce a closed conformation is completely lost upon accumulation of the three mutations. Interestingly, although the three mutations abolish RTV induced conformational shifts, the substrate analog CaP2 can bind and efficiently alter the conformation. This observation is consistent with measurements of catalytic activity and inhibition where the combination of the three mutations leads to cross resistance but where enzymatic activity was restored to near wild-type levels.
36 Table 2 summarizes the classification of effects of inhibitors on HIV-1PR constructs we have studied to date. The demarcations separating the strong to moderate effects and moderate to weak effects are shown as magenta lines (20%) and red lines (50%), respectively, in Figures 8 and 10 . A few trends can be noted. For the constructs reported here, NFV (shown in blue text) always demonstrates a weak tendency to shift the conformational ensemble. On the other hand, CaP2, LPV, TPV and DRV always have a strong effect on shifting the conformational ensemble to the closed state, and the effectiveness of the other inhibitors is found to vary among the classifications.
Relating Conformational Shifts to Protein-Ligand Exchange Rates
Drug naïve constructs, clinical isolates and drug-resistant variants show dramatically different shifts in the fractional occupancies of the conformers in the conformational ensemble in the presence of the inhibitors. As reported in our previous study, 78 , 100 the values of ∆c% are correlated with the time scale of inhibitor binding as assayed using hetero-nuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectra. Given that DEER data are collected on frozen samples, the correlation between shifts to the closed-state and time scales of interactions between HIV-1PR and inhibitors indicates that the effectiveness of an inhibitor to induce flap closure is related to the timescale on which the interaction occurs. 78, 100 HSQC is a powerful method to assay the dynamics of ligand-bound and ligand-free enzyme in terms of the slow, intermediate or fast exchange. Consequently, it indicates that inhibitors that bind strongly according to DEER data have a slow exchange rate, whereas those classified as "weak" undergo fast exchange. It is noteworthy to point out that the "weak" inhibitors may not be fully dissociated from the binding pocket, but instead experience some motional freedom and therefore may not lock the flaps into the closed conformation. 
Conclusions
The conformation ensemble of V6 HIV-1PR, a drug-resistant variant isolated from a pediatric patient under the drug therapy of RTV, was studied by SDSL-DEER in the presence/absence of the nine FDA approved PIs and substrate mimic CaP2. DEER results clearly show distinct distance profiles that corroborate with a structural and mechanistic model of HIV-1PR conformational sampling. The comparisons of time-domain DEER echo modulation curves for inhibitor-bound and drug-free constructs
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suggest that NFV, IDV, ATV and RTV are "weak" inhibitors in that they are found to minimally shift the conformational ensemble to the closed-state, which correlates with the weak inhibition kinetics measured for these inhibitors. The DEER distance profiles of V6 show a predominant occupation of the semi-open state in the presence of these weak inhibitors. In contrast, the distance profiles for strong inhibitors such as DRV, LPV, TPV, SQV and APV-bound V6 adopt a mainly closed conformational state. Considering the inability of these inhibitors to stabilize the closed conformational state, these experimental data indicate that V6 should be resistant to inhibition by NFV, IDV, ATV and RTV. This notion is supported by previous protein kinetics assays where drug-resistance is confirmed by the increase in K i of NFV, IDV and RTV by 14, 22 and 42 fold, respectively, relative to the wild-type subtype B construct.
An overview of the HIV-1PR constructs we have studied clearly shows that natural polymorphisms and drug pressure selected mutations alter the conformational sampling landscape and the ability of inhibitors to induce flap closure in the presence of these mutations. Accordingly, the decrease in value of ∆c% for the non-B drug naïve variants may indicate that natural polymorphisms in the hinge region are responsible for altering protein flexibility, possibly by the hydrophobic sliding mechanism. 40 Based on ∆c% values, we categorize the nine FDA approved inhibitors and CaP2 as weak, moderate or strong ligands for HIV-1PR. Shifts in populations of conformations for HIV-1PR upon ligand binding correlate with IC 50 and K i values, which further rationalizes the use of the DEER measurement to study conformational sampling in biological macromolecules. The error is estimated to be ± 5% in the percent population a The data is from references. Figure S1 . DEER data for apo HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray); D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red. Figure S2 . DEER data for CaP2-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript Figure S3 . DEER data for NFV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red. Figure S4 . DEER data for IDV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript Figure S5 . DEER data for RTV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray). D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red; Figure S6 . DEER data for ATV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray). D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red; Figure S7 . DEER data for APV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red. Figure S8 . DEER data for SQV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, "+" indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript Figure S9 . DEER data for DRV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, "+" indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red. Figure S10 . DEER data for LPV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, "+" indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript Figure S11 . DEER data for TPV-bound HIV-1 PR V6, A) Background corrected dipolar evolution curve after the long pass filter in DeerAnalysis (black) and the simulated curve from DEERconstruct (gray); B) Raw dipolar evolution curve and background, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) is shown inset, where the signal is the DEER modulation depth and the noise is 2 times of the standard deviation of the noise curve; C) The corresponding distance profile generated via TKR analysis by DeerAnalysis (black) and the theoretical curve generated from the Gaussian reconstruction by DEERconstruct (gray), asterisks indicate that peaks are within the suppression range, "+" indicates that the peak is presumed to be an artifact of processing as it is near the lower limit of the generally accepted range that is measurable using DEER; D) The individual Gaussian functions used in the reconstruction; E) Frequency domain spectrum; F) L-curve derived from TKR fit to obtain the optimal regulation parameter, the optimal regulation parameter is plot in red.
